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What is discipline? Can you make money out of it? Discipline can be many things and it can be very useful in a person's daily basis. It has many meanings and have a variety of definitions in our dictionary. It was an ingredient used to make a great human being.

Discipline is a word that makes us serious from what we are doing. Discipline can’t make money but it can hone a child into a better person. Discipline means severe training, punishment or control. Discipline is the quality of being able to behave and perform in a controlled way which involves obeying particular rules or standards.

In an article written by Manickam (2019), it is stated that self-discipline is easier said than done, but that shouldn’t stop anyone from trying. As a leader, when you are building a high-performing and mindful team, it’s important to find the balance to help you lead and support your team’s career growth. Therefore, using discipline can come as a handy tool for such situations if you want to make progress. Discipline is not a disease that can cause harm but a remedy that can cure the illness of our country. Because the one who have a discipline is a responsible man and can reach different heights.
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